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THE YEAR BEGINS!

With convocation last week, classes fully underway this week, and yet another issue of the anchor, it once again seems to be business as usual at Hope College.
Nicaragua: An Alternative

Church and Society in Sandanista government.

Andrea Longcore's and when in another area of the Kletz was "intelligent conversation."

Braun, appreciated the from the Inklings staff.

NCWS BriCf* Nicaragua talk scheduled rather than a raucous party," said Collin Carlson's love it."

Participant in two trips to or Peace program, will offer to other Kletz activities?

Dr. Clark Bouwman, a participant in two trips to Nicaragua with the Witness for Peace program, will offer local residents a rare glimpse of everyday life under the Sandanista government.

His presentation, entitled 'Church and Society in Nicaragua: An Alternative Perspective," will be delivered at 7:30 pm in Commons 1 of Hope Church, today, September 7, 1988.

Dr. Bouwman is Professor Emeritus of Sociology at Eckerd College in St. Petersburg, Florida, and makes his summer home in Ganges, Michigan. Dr. Bouwman was born in Grand Rapids, educated at Western Michigan, and has written and lectured widely on the subject of Nicaragua.

Everyone is invited to this talk, which is sponsored by Holland Peacemakers.

Kletz welcomes back students

by Brad Krulthof
anchor Staff Writer

How does this event compare to other Kletz activities?"

"We're both freshmen. We still love it," said Collin Carlson's friend.

"It's an intimate gathering rather than a raucous party," commented Jonathan Hoffman from the Inklings staff.

One of his colleagues, Amy Braun, appreciated the "intelligent conversation."

Then I was asked whether I liked flip-top or pump toothpaste better, but that's Inklings material.

Watching the big-screen T.V. in another area of the Kletz was Andrea Longcore's and when asked what she thought of the night she responded, "It's better than studying."

About 250 students were expected to attend the "Welcome Back Party," according to Denise Koning, chairman of the Kletz committee.

Some future events in the Kletz will include Colby nights on Thursdays.

Also in the planning are euchre nights, a ventriloquist on October 21, special activities for homecoming, the Pull, and the Nykterk Competition.

"We would like the Kletz to become more of a student gathering rather than a study place," said Koning.

Bruce King drew the winner for the $25.00 book store gift certificate. Upon winning, Steve Hughes said, "We need a camera."

Others attending the party were the golf team, some clusters from Dykstra, and Kathy Morrison, the 1986 May-Day Queen.

Free munchies were provided by the Hope College food service and included breads, cakes, cookies, and chips and cheese.

One complaint was, "We need real cheddar cheese," from Eric Hass.

Music was live from WTHS and featured The Smiths' "There is a Light That Never Goes Out."

Great Song.

Beyond Hope

Village Inn a great place to hang out

If you're looking for a new place to hang out, relax, and have some great food, the Village Inn is definitely the place to be. Located at 804 S. Washington, the restaurant has a friendly atmosphere. Surprisingly, not many Hope students appear to have discovered it yet. Rick Kunkel, the owner, wants to change that (see coupon this issue).

Sure, it's not as close as some restaurants and pizza joints around campus, but it's well worth the trip. And yes, you don't have a car, they deliver everything (yes, everything!) on the menu.

Highlighting the menu is their special Chicago-style deep-dish pizza. The two-inch pan it comes in is filled almost to the top. But unlike some pizzas, it's not all dough. It's got over an inch of toppings! Best of all, it comes in four sizes, so you can eat one alone, or go in on it with your friends.

Also on the menu is a complete selection of other dinners, including lasagna, hoagie sandwiches, regular-crust pizza, and an absolutely incredible wet burrito! (Again, available for delivery, and makes a great late-night snack).

To top it all off, the Village Inn has a complete selection of beer, wine, mixed drinks, and soft drinks. If you're ready for a change, buzz on down to the Village Inn and give them a try, or let them deliver to you by calling 792-1818. You won't be disappointed!
Freeze Frame:

What did you miss the most about Hope this summer?

Kari Schaafsma, Special Education Junior
"I think I missed the stress and the squirrels the most. (chuckle, chuckle)"

Jim Schuman, Business Administration Senior
"Not a ?!@ thing!"

Sharon Raffo, Special Education Junior
"My friends. Oh yeah, and the academic stimulation, too. Oh yeah, and the bar, too."

Dave Fjelstul, and Steve Haakenson, Biology, Sophomore
"The girls and video games. We weren't very social this summer, since we had to work."

Classifieds & Personals

LEARN A VALUABLE SKILL, join the Hope College Television Crew! No experience required! All positions paid and you can work at your convenience. For more information, call x6659 or leave a message at x7595.

A QUAYLE in the Bush is better than a Duke in the hand. See you in November. (anonymous)

WRITERS & ARTISTS: Oatmeal Studios Greeting Card Company needs your funniest and most original ideas. Send SASE for guidelines: Oatmeal Studios, Box 138EO, Rochester, VT 05767


ANCHOR PERSONALS have gone down in price, due to popular demand!!! Only a dime...that's right, ten cents! Drop yours by the anchor office today!
EDITORIAL
Hope College 10, Church Herald 0

In the September 2 issue of the Church Herald, a "publication of the Reformed Church in America," there appeared an article about football and how it relates to the Christian context of a college such as Hope. It was written by the Reverend Jeffrey Japinga, managing editor of the publication.

The article began with a short subheader that read "Is there anything Christian about what happens on the football fields of our RCA colleges?" From this, we gathered that the article was going to go on and tell us how non-Christian football was, and how the sport compromises the Christian context of Hope College.

For example, one of the very first sentences states "To follow football, or any sport, is to observe an often unholy practice, where anger is vented, old scores settled, arguments pursued." This statement, at least from our perspective, could be construed as being very non-Christian in its own origin: Condemnation of another person's beliefs or practices.

Rev. Japinga even goes so far as to make the statement "God in no way cares about the outcome of a football game." First of all, a statement like this is absurd; who is the author to say what God may or may not think? Second, to bring this to the same absurd level, perhaps God is a Raiders fan. Or, to really stretch things, a Lions fan! Who are we to say?

Further on, near the end of the article, the author makes a statement, however, that shows that he is trying not to make waves with those he writes about. He says that there is no "reason to worry that student-athletes are taught the wrong perspective on sport at Hope..." apparently in order to pacify everyone involved. Where before he out-and-out condemns football players and coaches alike, he now adjusts it to basically say that "Oh, at Hope, that's different.

Rev. Japinga ends his article with the rather nebulous statement "temples built to false gods can be but a defeat or two away," never actually taking a stance on the issue at hand. Are schools like Hope and other RCA colleges showing their Christian contexts within their athletic programs? What exactly is Rev. Japinga saying, or does he even know?

Most likely, he is trying to make a point that football is not for Christians, but he does not want to come right out and say so, for fear he will offend everyone concerned.

Hope College football coach Ray Smith, who was interviewed for the article, states that he feels that participating in a sport is good for a person, but just a few sentences further on in the article, Rev. Japinga says that "that is the coach's view of the world."

In a candid interview with an anchor staff member, coach Smith reiterated his feelings that at Hope, academics come before athletics, but they are both a necessary part of the college experience. Apparently, Rev. Japinga feels that this is not so.

Are those of us who participate in sports to be condemned for leading a non-Christian life? Or can football coexist with Christianity at a college like Hope, or even in the "real" world? We think it can.

Editors Note: copies of the Church Herald may be requested by writing to them at 6157 28th St., Grand Rapids, MI 49506-6999, or by calling (616) 857-1351.

From the Editor's Desk

Labor Day Brings the Blues

by Eric Shotwell

Yeah, yeah, I know: Every year, it's the same old thing. Last year, we asked why we're forced to attend classes on Good Friday at a Christian college. It hasn't changed, either: This year, Labor Day rolled around again, and guess what? Classes in session again! But you already knew that.

So why am I beating a dead horse again this year, you ask? Because in this case, it's not so much whether it's "right" to attend classes on this particular holiday - it's whether or not it's "nice," I suppose you could say.

From what I've heard in the grumblings around campus, most of us wish we had Labor Day off, to do whatever. Just for a break, if nothing else. And if you went downtown, for example, (if you can call a shop-lined sand dune "downtown") you noticed that it looked like a picture of one of those ghost towns from the spaghetti westerns (minus the tumbleweeds). Why? You guessed it! No one was working!!!

Now, I realize that maybe there would have been more of a stir on campus if the weather had been warm enough to go the beach. Be that as it may, why can't we have the holiday off, regardless of the weather, regardless of the fact that classes began the week before?

Then again, maybe I'm wrong about all of this. Maybe I should say to myself "Hey, no one is really expected to celebrate Labor Day, so why should we have it as a day off?"

If so, what happens when a holiday comes up that we should be entitled to celebrate, especially here at Hope College? Any in particular come to mind?

Maybe by the time such a holiday rolls around, like say, um, er...Good Friday, we will have thought enough about it to make some sort of a statement to the college.

Of course, it probably won't be warm enough to go to the beach, then, either.
Letter to the Editor

Thursday the 15th of September will mark one of the most important days in the fiscal year of Student Congress. It is a day without which our student government—our student voice could not exist. Of course I am talking about the annual Student Congress Elections.

These elections will determine not only the composition of the Congress, but they will determine the scope, direction, and strength which our organization will have this year. Obviously if the elections provide the school with mediocre, unambitious representatives, Student Congress will be unproductive. The kind of people we are looking for and need are hard-working, accountable, and ambitious students who want to make a difference.

The duties of a congress member include attending all meetings and their respective board or committee meetings. Each member will be assigned to one or more boards or committees. These include organizations such as the Curriculum Committee (reviews and revises the core curriculum), the Residential Life Committee (handles issues such as parietals, dining hall quality, and public safety), the Athletic Committee (approves sports schedules, decides on recipients of athletic awards) and many more.

Congress members work closely with faculty and administrators on these boards and committees, and their votes on issues are equal to the votes of faculty and administration members. The congress member is therefore given a strong voice and a good deal of power in these positions and really can make a difference.

The election procedure is very simple. Just pick up a petition at the Student Congress office (across the hall from WTHS), and have twenty-five (25) students from your district sign it (refer to the district definitions posted near the office door or in the advertisement in this paper). Your petition must be returned to the office by Friday the 9th of September. As stated before, the elections will be the following Thursday. Only people from your district can vote for you, so do some campaigning in your dorm, apartment, or wherever, and get the vote out on the 15th.

If something about Hope bothers you, I urge you to join Student Congress. If you would like to work more closely with faculty members, join Student Congress. If you want to make a difference in the world around you, give Student Congress a try.

Good luck next Thursday.

Thomas Kyros, President Student Congress
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A Slip of the Mind by Jim Monnett

anything to get your stones up about "Leaves my stones out of this.

We are not against the idea of new offices, classrooms or new physical stuff. What we are concerned about is the trend that Hope is exhibiting.

"I thought only DePree was exhibiting anything. By the way have you seen that kinetic energy stuff? Good stuff! I had some of my mice go over and take pictures, video actually. They really liked the stuff."

"Van Wylen, I want you to listen to me. I'm sure the DePree exhibition is very good, but that has absolutely no relevance to what I'm talking about."

"It's just some offices and it's not aesthetically pleasing to your eye."

"Sure, right, you got it..." "Van Wylen, be quiet."

"I do not smell. I've been remodeled."

"Okay, fine. Let me get this straight. You and DeWitt don't like some trend relative to the hole. What's the problem? Is it not aesthetically pleasing to your eye?"

"That's more than enough Van Wylen. Be quiet and listen to me or I will have your power shut off. As soon as the college finished building you and Admissions they announced plans to build the new connection. With a big new library and more classroom space the college seems to be expecting more people. Now DeWitt tells me that that is the case with the last two freshman classes being over 600 students each. We've also heard rumors of the college planning a new dorm. Now I'm not against expansion."

The more buildings, the more company we have."

"So what's the problem?"

I think the college administration should tell the student body what the long range plans for Hope College are. For instance, will more students mean bigger classes, less access to professors, more autonomy, bigger crowds at Phelps? Long term, will a bigger student body at Hope mean a loss of the present high educational standards? Hope has come a long way since I was built, and I do not want to see quality sacrificed for quantity."

"Oh I get it. Growth means change and change must be bad. For being such an old geezer, Graves you sure can be ignorant. Educational standards haven't dropped since Peale was built and they certainly haven't dropped with my construction. If anything, standards have risen. Change is good. So I won't do your dirty work and stop construction on the hole."

"Listen to me, Sonny. You must stop construction so that the administration will be forced to reevaluate their priorities."

"I won't do it."

"You must."

"Enough," the word rumbled through the campus. The oldest building had awakened. Van Vleck continued, "Hope College has grown a lot more from my days than it will in the next twenty years. Graves, quit butting in where you don't belong. The Board of Trustees and the administration only have the college's best interests in mind. If and when they forget their place and put other interests above those of the students', I do believe that the students' will stand up and be heard upon their own behalf. They can do a lot more than an old building like you."
‘Betrayed’ spotlights supremacy

By Diane Tague
anchor Staff Writer

If there is one word that describes the movie “Betrayed” it is disturbing. “Betrayed” is director Costa-Gavras’ (Z, Missing) most controversial and unsettling film as he forcefully examines the underground white supremacist movement in the United States.

Debra Winger plays Catherine Phillips, an FBI agent who goes undercover to investigate ZOG (Zionist Organization Government), a racist group against “jews running the country and niggers policing it.” Phillips easily becomes acquainted with Gary who is the target of her investigation. At first she is attracted to Gary and views him only as loving and rather incapable of hurting anyone. But when Gary trusts Phillips enough to take her along on a “hunt,” she is shocked and horrified, realizing Gary and the others are nothing more than ruthless, cold-blooded killers. The audience easily experiences Winger’s feelings of nausea as a black man is hunted down like an animal and shot to death for no reason other than the color of his skin. The nonchalant, cold, and supremacist attitude of this prejudiced and racist organization is expressed by Gary as he explains the hunt to Phillips. “It’s your first killing. It’s just a nigger - don’t make too much out of this.” The fact that there are people in the U.S. today who place absolutely no value on the lives of blacks and Jews is highly concerning.

As the movie progresses it is apparent that Phillips is in way too deep. The more ZOG trusts her, the more the FBI pushes her to dig deeper and deeper. But what the FBI fails to realize (or just ignores in order to use Phillips) is ZOG is a huge organization spanning across the entire U.S. including politicians. Winger does an excellent job of portraying a “used” Phillips by both the FBI and ZOG.

Another dimension to the film is Gaurus’ treatment of the FBI. Although the FBI does not discriminate against anyone, it does take killing just as lightly as ZOG. After killing a member of ZOG, a FBI agent states “I felt like I just wiped something off my shoes.” With statements like this, is makes us stop and ask, just who are the good guys anyway?

It is very rare when a movie dares to explore an issue so shocking and upsetting as in “Betrayed.” With the combination of excellent acting by Winger, and a gutsy presentation of an unexplored but existing subject matter in the U.S., “Betrayed” is a powerful movie that every American should see.

Madden-Roth to sing folk songs in Kletz

A talented and popular Michigan guitarist and singer will be on the Hope College campus, September 11 to perform a concert at 8 p.m. in the DeWitt Center Kletz.

Pat Madden-Roth will bring her distinctive folk music to Hope in an event sponsored by the Women’s Issues Organization. Admission is free.

Madden-Roth has been singing and playing guitar professionally for over 10 years in Michigan and North Carolina churches, clubs, coffeehouses, and concert settings. A few of her performances have taken her to Adrian College, Kalamazoo College, Western Michigan University, The Ten Pound Fiddle in East Lansing, and the Jackson Peace Network. She has performed solo, in duets, and even with a jazz trio.

Now coming into her own as a songwriter as well, her original material often elicits strong responses from her audience. Many of Madden-Roth’s songs emphasize personal relationships and experiences on global issues. Whether it’s the touching tribute to her grandmother, “Trudy’s House,” or her witty treatise on children’s commercial television, “Saturday Morning Rapture,” audiences are sure to be engaged.

New School Year Haircut Special

Just $7.00 w/coupon now through Oct. 1 at the STAG
331 College Ave. 2 blocks south of Hope

Women’s Issues Organization Presents:
Singer/Songwriter
Pat Madden-Roth in concert, Sunday, Sept. 11, 8-10 p.m. in the Kletz. Free Folk/classical music
Come and relax & enjoy!

Director of Youth / Christian Education / Outreach
Position available immediately in the above areas.

Contact: Bob Kruithol
C/O Richmond Reformed Church, 1814 Walker N.W.
Grand Rapids, MI 49504
(616) 453-7518

Heartattack ’88
with Mylon and Broken Heart/White Heart
Sept. 24 at Calvin College Fieldhouse
Tickets available through Kappa Beta Phi sorority or call 396-5165

Innovations’ rocks Hope

A brisk Monday evening welcome large crowd of Hope students to the first dance of the year, on August 29. Entertainment was provided by “Innovation,” who spent the evening showing students “how they do things down South.” The dance seemed to get off to a slow start, but, after the band took a “short” break (with the promise of free posters upon their return), the crowd started to relax and enjoy.

With a talented mix of cover songs from old standards like “Twist and Shout” and “Shout” and to Janet Jackson’s “Control”, “Innovation,” provided a lively (and loud) backdrop the students excided reunions.

Although quite a few people couldn’t get into the music, most seemed to agree that it was a great improvement over the welcome back dance of the year before.
Smith optimistic for football team

By Bill Meengs

For two years in a row, Hope College has had the number one football team in the MIAA. This year they go for number three. Three in a row seems to be the stumbling block for MIAA teams, you have to go back to 1964-66 when Albion won three consecutive titles to find the last team to accomplish that feat. Hope was picked to win the conference title in a poll with MIAA coaches, however. And since Head Coach Ray Smith has won nine conference championships in the 18 years he's been at Hope, the season looks promising.

Coach Smith himself says that the team is approaching the season with "cautious optimism." He says that there are twelve returning starters, but five new players are needed on offense and defense.

Smith expects the toughest competition inside the conference to come from Albion and Adrian. Non-conference, he indicated that "we always have trouble with Wabash and Depauw." He indicated that Wabash, more than Depauw, is the cause of any non-conference problems Hope might have. Smith also noted that Michigan Tech is also on the schedule for a first time meeting. It should be an interesting match up, since Tech is division two and Hope is one of the best division three programs.

Smith ended in saying he is "excited about the season," and considering Hope's tradition, theatchet of Hope's new quarterbacks demonstrates his abilities in last Saturday's Blue-White scrimmage.

One of Hope's new returning players, and the schedule, it looks like he should be.

---

Scores available

Scores and results of Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MIAA) contests will be available 24 hours a day beginning in the 1988-1989 school year, according to League Commissioner Albert Deal.

Results of league contests in all sports will be updated daily and available on a telephone sports hotline, Deal said.

"There is a growing interest among alumni and other followers of the MIAA," Deal noted. "This hotline will allow them to call from anywhere in the nation to gain the results of their favorite men's and women's teams.'

Field hockey

starts Sept. 9

Holland - The Hope College field hockey team steps right into league play when the Flying Dutch open their season Friday, Sept. 9 at Albion College.

A year ago defense helped the Flying Dutch move up to third place in the MIAA standings under new coach Karla Wolters. The team posted an overall 9-6-2 mark and was 8-3-1 in the MIAA.

Calvin is again favored in the MIAA with Alma and Hope expected to be their toughest challengers.

The team's home opener will be Sept. 20, also against Albion.

Home games are played at the Buys Athletic Field north of Holland Municipal Stadium.
Almanza Salon welcomes Hope Students back with $5.00 off reg. price on 1st cut of the school year!

- **COUPON**
  - $5 off
  - This coupon is good for any regularly priced product or service.
  - Offer expires Oct. 15, 1988

**PROFESSIONALS IN HAIR AND TANNING**
208 S. RIVER BETWEEN 8th & 9th
DOWNTOWN HOLLAND 392-2828

READ THIS AD! (It’s worth it!)

Ride with the HIGHWHEELER!
The experts in two-wheeled traveling
TREK, CENTURION, SPECIALIZED, PEUGEOT, DIAMOND BACK

- *state of the art wheel building & service by John Gallagher*
- *the fit-kit bicycle frame fitting program*
- *superlative assembly and repair*
- *unmatched cycling clothing selection selection*

**SPECIAL!**
All used bikes 25% off with student ID
Service Special: Tune ups 20% off with student ID

The highwheeler
76 E. 8th, just west of the Knickerbocker Theater
a 3 min. stroll from campus

---

**Job opportunities with Manpower**
Manpower is currently seeking quality-conscious individuals for general assembly work at a major Zeeland company.

- Job sharing / Part-time
- 2nd, 3rd Shifts
- $4.75 per hour

Immediate placement available.
Call or stop in now!

**Village Inn Pizza Parlor**
Coupon

Back-to-school Special
14 inch Deluxe Pizza for two, and a pitcher for you!
(Pop or beer)
Only $10.95!!! (save $3)
Regular crust only / Eat in only
expires Sept 30.

934 S. Washington, Holland 392-1818
Now Hiring!!

- **Bartenders** - $5.00/Hr.
- **Delivery Drivers** - $6-8 avg./Hr
- **Waitresses** - $7-10 avg./Hr.

Full or part-time, flexible hours!